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notwithstanding any inconsistency be-
tween such leases and the rules appli-
cable to spectrum leasing arrange-
ments set forth in this chapter. Such 
leases entered into pursuant to the 
former part 21 of this chapter may be 
renewed and assigned in accordance 
with the terms of such lease. All spec-
trum leasing arrangements leases en-
tered into after January 10, 2005, pursu-
ant to the rules set forth in part 1 and 
part 27 of this chapter must comply 
with the rules in those parts. 

§ 27.1216 Grandfathered E and F 
group EBS licenses. 

(a) Except as noted in paragraph (b) 
of this section, grandfathered EBS li-
censees authorized to operate E and F 
group co-channel licenses are granted a 
geographic service area (GSA) on July 
19, 2006. The GSA is the area bounded 
by a circle having a 35 mile radius and 
centered at the station’s reference co-
ordinates, and is bounded by the 
chord(s) drawn between intersection 
points of that circle and those of re-
spective adjacent market, co-channel 
licensees. 

(b) If there is more than 50 percent 
overlap between the calculated GSA of 
a grandfathered EBS license and the 
protected service area of a co-channel 
BRS license, the licensees shall not be 
immediately granted a geographic 
service area. Instead, the grand-
fathered EBS license and the co-chan-
nel BRS licensee must negotiate in 
good faith to reach a solution that ac-
commodates the communication needs 
of both licensees. If the co-channel li-
censees reach a mutually agreeable so-
lution on or before October 17, 2006, 
then the GSA of each co-channel li-
cense shall be as determined pursuant 
to the agreement of the parties. If a 
mutually agreeable solution between 
co-channel licensees is not reached on 
or before October 17, 2006, then each co- 
channel licensee shall receive a GSA 
determined pursuant to paragraph (a) 
of this section and § 27.1206(a). 

[71 FR 35191, June 16, 2006] 

§ 27.1217 Competitive bidding proce-
dures for the Broadband Radio 
Service. 

Mutually exclusive initial applica-
tions for BRS licenses in the 2500–2690 

MHz band are subject to competitive 
bidding. The general competitive bid-
ding procedures set forth in part 1, sub-
part Q of this chapter will apply unless 
otherwise provided in this subpart. 

[73 FR 26041, May 8, 2008] 

§ 27.1218 Designated entities. 
(a) Eligibility for small business provi-

sions. (1) A small business is an entity 
that, together with all attributed par-
ties, has average gross revenues that 
are not more than $40 million for the 
preceding three years. 

(2) A very small business is an entity 
that, together with all attributed par-
ties, has average gross revenues that 
are not more than $15 million for the 
preceding three years. 

(3) An entrepreneur is an entity that, 
together with all attributed parties, 
has average gross revenues that are not 
more than $3 million for the preceding 
three years. 

(b) Bidding credits. (1) A winning bid-
der that qualifies as a small business, 
as defined in this section, or a consor-
tium of small businesses, may use a 
bidding credit of 15 percent, as speci-
fied in § 1.2110(f)(2)(iii) of this chapter, 
to lower the cost of its winning bid on 
any of the licenses in this subpart. 

(2) A winning bidder that qualifies as 
a very small business, as defined in this 
section, or a consortium of very small 
businesses, may use a bidding credit of 
25 percent, as specified in 
§ 1.2110(f)(2)(ii) of this chapter, to lower 
the cost of its winning bid on any of 
the licenses in this subpart. 

(3) A winning bidder that qualifies as 
an entrepreneur, as defined in this sec-
tion, or a consortium of entrepreneurs, 
may use a bidding credit of 15 percent, 
as specified in § 1.2110(f)(2)(i) of this 
chapter, to lower the cost of its win-
ning bid on any of the licenses in this 
subpart. 

[73 FR 26041, May 8, 2008] 

TECHNICAL STANDARDS 

§ 27.1220 Transmission standards. 
The width of a channel in the LBS 

and UBS is 5.5 MHz, with the exception 
of BRS channels 1 and 2 which are 6.0 
MHz. The width of all channels in the 
MBS is 6 MHz. However, the licensee 
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may subchannelize its authorized band-
width, provided that digital modula-
tion is employed and the aggregate 
power does not exceed the authorized 
power for the channel. The licensee 
may also, jointly with other licensees, 
transmit utilizing bandwidth in excess 
of its authorized bandwidth, provided 
that digital modulation is employed, 
all power spectral density require-
ments set forth in this part are met 
and the out-of-band emissions restric-
tions set forth in § 27.53 are met at the 
edges of the channels employed. 

§ 27.1221 Interference protection. 
(a) Interference protection will be af-

forded to BRS and EBS on a station- 
by-station basis based on the heights of 
the stations in the LBS and UBS and 
also on height benchmarking, although 
the heights of antennas utilized are not 
restricted. 

(b) Height Benchmarking. Height 
benchmarking is defined for pairs of 
base stations, one in each of two proxi-
mate geographic service areas (GSAs). 
The height benchmark, which is de-
fined in meters (hbm) for a particular 
base station relative to a base station 
in another GSA, is equal to the dis-
tance, in kilometers, from the base sta-
tion along a radial to the nearest point 
on the GSA boundary of the other base 
station squared (Dkm

2) and then divided 
by 17. That is, hb (m) = Dkm

2/17. A base 
station antenna will be considered to 
be within its applicable height bench-
mark relative to another base station 
if the height in meters of its centerline 
of radiation above average elevation 
(HAAE) calculated along the straight 
line between the two base stations in 
accordance with §§ 24.53(b) and (c) of 
this chapter does not exceed the height 
benchmark (hbm). A base station an-
tenna will be considered to exceed its 
applicable height benchmark relative 
to another base station if the HAAE of 
its centerline of radiation calculated 
along the straight line between the two 
base stations in accordance with 
§§ 24.53(b) and (c) of this chapter ex-
ceeds the height benchmark (hbm). 

(c) Protection for Receiving Antennas 
not Exceeding the Height Benchmark. Ab-
sent agreement between the two licens-
ees to the contrary, if a transmitting 
antenna of one BRS/EBS licensee’s 

base station exceeds its applicable 
height benchmark and such licensee is 
notified by another BRS/EBS licensee 
that it is generating an undesired sig-
nal level in excess of ¥107 dBm/5.5 
megahertz at the receiver of a co-chan-
nel base station that is within its ap-
plicable height benchmark, then the li-
censee of the base station that exceeds 
its applicable height benchmark shall 
either limit the undesired signal at the 
receiver of the protected base station 
to ¥107dBm/5.5 megahertz or less or re-
duce the height of its transmission an-
tenna to no more than the height 
benchmark. If the interfering base sta-
tion has been modified to increase the 
EIRP transmitted in the direction of 
the protected base station, it shall be 
deemed to have commenced operations 
on the date of such modification. Such 
corrective action shall be completed no 
later than: 

(i) 24 hours after receiving such noti-
fication, if the base station that ex-
ceeds its height benchmark com-
menced operations after the station 
that is within its applicable height 
benchmark; or 

(ii) 90 days after receiving such noti-
fication, if the base station that ex-
ceeds its height commenced operations 
prior to the station that is within its 
applicable height benchmark. For pur-
poses of this section, if the interfering 
base station has been modified to in-
crease the EIRP transmitted in the di-
rection of the victim base station, it 
shall be deemed to have commenced 
operations on the date of such modi-
fication. 

(d) No Protection from a Transmitting 
Antenna not Exceeding the Height Bench-
mark. The licensee of a base station 
transmitting antenna less than or 
equal to its applicable height bench-
mark shall not be required pursuant to 
paragraph (c) of this section to limit 
that antennas undesired signal level to 
¥107dBm/5.5 megahertz or less at the 
receiver of any co-channel base station. 

(e) No Protection for a Receiving-An-
tenna Exceeding the Height Benchmark. 
The licensee of a base station receive 
antenna that exceeds its applicable 
height benchmark shall not be entitled 
pursuant to paragraph (c) of this sec-
tion to insist that any co-channel base 
station limit its undesired signal level 
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